**PPE Removal**

1. HCW in full PPE will stand on mat to derobe.
2. HCW in PPE being checked for suit breaches.
3. HCW soles of overboots being checked for breaches.
4. HCW Hands being cleaned.
5. HCW snapping apron behind neck.
6. HCW preparing to remove apron.
7. HCW snaps apron at the side.
8. HCW folds apron inward.
9. HCW Slowly rolling apron.
10. HCW pinching glove to halfway down hand.
11. HCW using inside of first glove fully removes other glove.
12. HCW removes first glove only touching the inside of first glove.
13. HCW prepares to remove visor.
14. HCW leans forward, stretching the band of the visor with eyes closed and slowly removes visor overhead, eye can be opened when visor clear of face.
15. HCW’s Buddy opens suit to waist.
16. Using forefinger and thumb the HCW rolls hood inside out to back of neck, starting from top of head to avoid contact with face.
17. Buddy folds removes suit to waist and HCW removes arms and puts arms forward.
18. Using a toe down heel up method, the buddy removes the suit from the HCW.
19. HCW stand on the inside of suit.
20. HCW removing 2nd set of gloves.
21. HCW prepares to remove mask.
22. HCW, leans forward, closed eyes and chin forward and removes mask.
23. Mask is removed.

**REMEMBER TO CLEAN HANDS WITH GEL AFTER EVERY STAGE**